
 

Developing a manager 

PRODUCE QUALITY NOT QUANTITY 

1. Advert placement 

Be original 

Put  a few hours on week aside for assessing ads 

First and foremost a recruitment company 

Analyse recruitment by going over  it with admin 

Think like a recruiter 

 

2. Administrator 

Make the admin part of the team and share goals with them 

If you not busy help with phones 

Get them to say recruits name plenty 

Get them in front of me 

Teach them to overturn negatives 

Incentivise them 

Get feedback 

Most important salesperson 

Insure good training 

 

3. 1st interview 

Set interviews up with appropriate leaders 

Have different types of interviews for different leaders  

a) Not strong looking – 6 mins 

b) Out of uni first job – 12 mins 

c) Sales experience – straight  

If you only have a few interviews spend more time 

No double interviews 

If you wouldn’t take them out don’t expect anyone else to 

Look for humble  people 

If they arrogant push them back 

“no trouble finding us, not long interview just putting a face to the name, 3 interviews,” 

So what you doing at the moment? 

What do you on a day to day basis? 

Why do you want to leave? 

Have you done sales and marketing? 

What about this appeals to you? 

Is it full time work you looking for? 

Do you prefer working in a group or on your own? 

Is management something you want? 

Entry level sales do you prefer phone or up and active? 

What are the most important things you looking for in a company? 

What are you best at 0iin a work place? 

What are your key skills? 



“We are a sales and marketing company who deal with a number of clients from 

................................” 

 

 

 

 

4. Observation day 

Make sure leaders are on the same page 

Less than 90% something wrong 

Callback to give result 

Give guys promoting rules and tools 

Remember that you are building your business, when asked a question absorb, agree and answer. 

Common questions 

1. Is this all we do? 

2. How do i get paid? What if I don’t sell anything? 

3. What does a manager do? 

4. What is the turnover? 

5. I don’t know if i can do this? 

6. I don’t want to do the field? 

7. I need time to think about it? 

8. How many positions are their? 

9. Do you interview on a rolling basis? 

10. Is everyone in the training program? Does everyone get to management? 

Closing questions (good cop/bad cop) 

1. If you where to explain our business to someone else how would you explain it? 

2. 3 things that separate you,  why should you be offered the position? 

3. Where do you see yourself in a year? 

4. Why do you think you would be good at this? 

5. 2 strengths and 2 weaknesses past managers would say about you? 

6. If things didn’t work out here, what are your options? 

 

5. Final interview 

Set interview according  to leaders ability and person 

Always make sure they fight for the shot 

99.9 retention 

 

6. Expectations meeting 

Best chance to mould them  

Focus on what you want them to do 

Get leader to sit in on it 

Use this to fill weaknesses in the business 

Set the example 

 

7. Retrain days/system 

Don’t go through multiples, deputising  (show no skill) 



The amount of negatives you can take will determine your success in the business 

Day1=  merch  day2+3=  take merch half consignment day4= solo 

Leader must always work the hardest 

Sit with new person every night 

Keep going over retrains with leaders 

Work on system not skill 

We want a manager not a salesperson 

Build confidence 

Expand comfort zone 

Find out what they excited about and what not 

Retrain does not see different speeds 

Take away as many negatives as possible 

Explain everything you  do 

When explaining something always explain the benefits 

 

Build a relationship 

Have fun 

2 roles of the retraining process 

1. The distributor – developing habits(they will do what they see you do, you are a product of 

your surroundings)  

2. The leader – how well can you move the needle 

 

 

8. Sales skills 

Run all impacts on sales 

Body language impacts 

Make a big thing on 1 subject per day 

Run impacts till everyone gets it 

Watch guys pitch in circles and correct them 

This along with system = success 

 

9. Pre-management meeting 

Before you get into it relate with them 

Take size of the company and where we fit in to show opportunity 

How they can advance 

What i am looking for 

No seniority 

Talk about open door policy 

Set criteria 

Go and ask all the newbies who is the best 

Explain over rights/growth incentives 

 

10. Leadership qualities 

Protect new leaders 

Pick 2 ppl that are really good at a certain topic and stick to them 



Start with retraining 

 As a new leader teach everyday 

New leader get with top leader 

 

11. New leader 

Obs = 5 mornings 

Retrains =  3 days 

Impacts = 1day 1topic very specific (sales) 

Atmosphere = 2days 

Sunday calls 1 day  

Crew meetings 1 day     

Networking 1day 

Crew identity 

Think like an owner 

Lead road trip 

Campaign management 

 

12. Crew manager 

Anyone that has someone on their team 

People building teams are your core guys 

Rideouts 

Why we put ppl with ppl 

Go through all guys whos doing what 

Teach them something every morning 

Let these guys be part of the inner circle 

 

13. Assistant manager 

Teach assistant manager everything on this list 

 


